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Preface

'his study takes the 'Experiments and innovations in education'

Series into a new field, that of agricultural engineers,' training
-n a country which has given priority to agrarian reform. It was
in 1969 that Algeria, as part of its national development effort
launched what became known as its Agrarian Revolution. The setting
up of an Institute of Agricultural Technology at Mostaganem to
supply the need for highly skilled agricultural personnel played
an essential part in this effort. The profoundly innovatory
character of the engineers' training, both from the point of view
of the spirit underlying it and from that of its organization,
justifies the inclusion of this study in the present IERS series.
It is interesting to'note that the project has already been made
the subject, of a series of slides accompanied by a cassette-
recorded commentaty, and also of a film.

The Secretariat wishes to express its gratitude. to
Mr. Noureddinp Botikli, Secretary-General of the Ministry of Agri-

culture and of the Agrarian Reform of the Democratic and Popular
Republic of Algeria, who with the collaboration of the staff of
the ITA at Moptaganem, gathered the material forthis monograph.
The points of view expressed in it are not necessarily those of
Unesco. The data and facts are, moreove, to be found in a far
more detialed publication) of which the ITA has produced a limited

number of copies which it will have pleasure in sending to any

reader on request.

1. Republique algerienne democratique et populaire. Ministere de
l'agriculture et de la reforme agraire. Direction de l'enseigue- .

ment agricole. Institut de technologie agricole de Mostaganem.
La novation pgdagogique: donnges quantifiges, fait pgddgogiques.
Mostaganem, 1974. 403 p., figs., tables.
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The Mostaganem Institute of Agricultural Technology



I treifizettion

In Algeria, the training of agricultural engineers is now the re-
sponsibility of the Institute of Agricultural Technology. (ITA)
recently set up at Mostaganem. Toe training provided there is novel
in many respects, and the purpose of this study is to highlight its
innovative aspects.

The 1TA was set up under an over -all policy to develop Algeria's
agricultural sector. The various aspects of this policy and its
impact on the training of high-level personnel for this branch of
the 'country's economy can best be understood by referring to the
'Guide to'the training of agricultural engineers' issued on 5 May
1')69 by the General Sc-oretariat of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Land Reform. Extracts are reproduced below: The main headings are:

the general situation of Algerian agri,niture;
pre-requisites to its development;
trainee recruitment;
the diploma, and career opportunities;

career-adaptation.

'Since 19641; agricultural production has been in the hands of either

workers on self-managed farms, those of former co7oper- .

atives or helped by the tireless dedication of far too

few technicians who are in any case snowed under with administrative
task,:. In fhis seven-year period, agriculture has continued to pro-

duce; it has been i=maged but not developed.'
.'In planning the country's development, higher priority was

indeed given to other objectives such as organizing a national civil
service, edunatin;;-the young and setting up basic industries.'

'Since.independence,. however, Algeria': population has risen,

by 3.2 per cent each year. We must therefore modernize our agri-
cultural sector it order to feed this population, and improve the
living standards of agricultural workers by providing them with
satisfactory employment. EVeryeffort should be made to preserve
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our land resources pd to achieve an economic balance' by developing
the country's home Markets. The success of the basic industries,
which will involve the entire agricultural sector, will depend
partly on outlets on the home markets.'

'Directing our developmentAeiffort towards agriculture, as we
are new doing, is a decisive st,2 forward in building the country's
future.'

, 'We hope, moreover,-thatthis experiment will help other
countries with similar development problems.'

According, to the Guide, effective development of Algerian agri-
culture must stem from three measures: 'setting up institutions
to train skilled personnel up to several levels and on a massive
scale'; 'developing publicity and extension services to convince
present workers to accept this personnel'; 'developing collaboration
within the various co-operative and socialist structures of pro-
duction, processing and marketing.'

Under this general policy several measures have already been
implemented or,are currently being worked out. For instance, 'in-
creasing facilities for training speciali"sts and skilled farm
workers' 'trebling enrolment at regional agricultural schools';
an intensive publicity campaign on the need for agricultural pro-

gress'; 'setting up an institute of agricultural technology.'
!This institute is expected to train, over a four-ydar period,

engineers to be immediately operational in the various special-
izations needed for a modernized agricultural sector.'

'The institute is scheduled to open in the 1969-1970 academic
year. The firlt batch of 500-800 trainee engineerS isexpected to
graduate in 1972.'

'In this way, ten years after independence and thanks to the
concerted efforts of its people, Algeria will be on the wayto
-having the skilled personnel it needs, in terms of both quantity
and quality, to make agriculture a modern profession consistent with
the needs and aspirations of the Algerian people.'

TPLZ:)'- :-

The. task of 1TA, then, is to train agricultural engineers in four
years.-The number of trainees admitted each year is to .be based

on studies and surveys of the high level' personnel needed for agri-
cultural development. This number may have to be increased as more
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progress is achieVed;--and it may prove necessary to set up ad-

ditional, similar institutes. On. graduation, trainees will have

civil servant status and they will be paid a stipend during train-

ing. It is therefore up to the institute to ensure that jobs and

promotion await them. Graduate engineers will be expected to work

as 'development agents' and 'pioneers in agricultural development.'

Applicants should therefore be''volunteers, aware of the importance

of their future profession tO the country, and they must be at an

educational level entitling them to enter higher education.'Lln

view of this, entrance requirements should not be based solely on

a diploma (a baccalaureate or technical diploma) but also on the

applicant's personality. Such requirements must be widely publicized

in all secondary and vocational schools.

'Iraining given at the institute shall he comprehensive, in keeping

with farming conditions, and geared to actual work in the field.

It must, therefore, he specialized.'
The institute's terms of reference, based on the foregoing

definition, are: 'to train engineers to be inmiediately operational'

and 'to train this: in such 'a way that they may adapt, through re-

fresher. training at regular intervals, to future developments in

agriculture.'
Training is both theoretical and practical. In the fourth

(final) year,it is wholly vocational and carried out entirely in

the field. In the first year, it is planned as an introductory and

methodology course, and brings trainees up to a level where they

can study agriculture. in general as well .as in its special aspects

which are covered later in the curriculum. In the subsequent two

years, training is more technical and trainees choose their special 1-.

ization at the end of the second year. dhe fourth year is spent

outide the institute entirely, and trainee, engineers work on a

number of field projects in which they apply the skills acquired

and -are required to show initiative.

the purpose ;.ff. the institute is not confined to training agri- -

cultural engineers but also 'to providing faciIiaies for refresher

training to all civil servants in the agricultural sector. From

its inception-, courses and lectures will be open to all members of

the puhlic who wish to avail themselves of them.'

Throughout their training trainees are expected to 'keep in

mind reality and their responsibilities.' They must therefore be



able to benefit from a 'sound training in scientific and technical
skills' as well as to develop 'initiative, ability to work in a

team and to teach others'. To this end, trainees are divided into
small groups and 'everything possible is done to help trainees to
train themselves'. However, 'the greatest importance will be at-
tached to their psychological, intellectual and physical develop-
ment through organized games, leisure and study trips', They shall
also be helped to benefit from the experience of Algerian and world-
renowned experts in agriculture and development planning'.

d!-L!,crra loo.ig-awnto

Requirements for obtaining the agricultural engineer's diploma are
of course in line with the training objectives outlined above.

Throughout the four years spent at the institute 'progress
will be checked at regular intervals'.

Ar the end of the final year, which is devoted to field work,
'an engineer's diploma shall be awarded on the basis of amemorandum

.

written by the trainee and expounded by him before a board of exam-
iners which shall include membks from outside the teaching pro-
fession'.

Diploma-holders are 'guaranteed a wide choice. of career 4por-
,nities, in the public and semi-public sectors, in research, \

tching, farming, agricultural upstream and downstreani industries,
and marketing organizations.

er

The Guide says that 'adaptation to the productive sector by newly
trained engineers and other-skilled workers graduating from regional
schools of agriculture is bound to create problems to which we are
already giving attention'.

Throughout their four years' training and their practical year,
trainee engineers have opportunities to become acquainted with a
great many fela*n and farm workerals In addition, they will have
attended 'compulsory courses on the psychological and social ba4-
ground of the Maghreb region's agricultural workers'. They will
thus be well equipped 'to understand these people,' which is, essen-
tial to the success of the operation'.

With regard to present agricultural workers, we must use all
the resources of our imagination and those of our civil service to
arouse in them a desire for progress so that the Jarge batches of
high-level personnel who will graduate from 1972 onwards should be

4



eagerly awaited by and workers.'
In conclusion, the Guide says that 'Algerian agriculture will

be taking a decisive turn in the 'coming decade. The Institute of

Agricultural Technology at Mostaganem, which is the cornerstone

of the new policy, should be the point of convergence for these

aspirations, and of departure for a new, dynamic venture'.
The ITA's tasks and the type of engineer it is expected to

produce are thus clearly defined in the Guide. Now that the ITA

has been functioning for several years, the extent to which objec-

tives have been met can be appraised in such a way as to highlight

the innovatory nature of its training methods.

.
To do this, the ensuing text deliberately departs from the

Guide's structure and divides the information available into four

chapters:

I.' The ITA at Mostaganem inception and rganization;

2. Outline and content of training programmes;

3. Organization of training and teaChinL; equipment;

4. Organization of field training.

The conclusion provides an opportunity to deScribe the extent

4o which the ITA at Mostaganem, as at present structured, has ful-

',filled the objectives assigned to it-. Ih the light of experience
/gained, consideration might he Oven to improvements as regards

/both structure and functioning.



I. The ITA inception arid organization

I

The ITA was set up by government. order No'. 69-82 of 15 October 1969.
Other institutes of technology were set up a few months later (by'
R+rtlet No. 69r106 of 26 December 1969) . Such decisions were taken
with a view to fulfilling ,'the objlectives of che four-year Pfan,

which 'provided for the tr'ainingo'lf the high-level personnel needed
for Algeria's deveyopment.

Target figure g for such personnel to berachieved.by 1980;
were laid doyn in 1970 as follows:

500 class 6 engineiirs;

6,000-7,000 engineers and others in class 5; _-
15,000-17,000 techr4cians and others in class 4;
30,000-35,000 class' 3 technicians;

700000-80,000 clase 2 skilled workers.

. She MOstaganeffi ITA is expected to train the 6,000-7,000 class
, 5 personnel, who are described as 'engineers/development agents'.

To meet this objective, the number of entrants to be,admitted had
to be steadily increased and ,rose from 350 in 1969 to.1,000 in

1973. It is already becoming clear that the ITA on its own cannot
train the total' number of engineers required, and pland are under
way for a second ITA at Guelma.

In the section of the 1970-1973 four -year Plan entitled 'meet-
ing the needs of the economy', recommendations are made for setting
up institutes of technology as part of an overall policy.described
as follows:

'An essential and rtalang, to meet the needs of the economy
for trained men, is set up institute of technology... Such in-
stitutes should he ru on the bqsis of the following three main
principleS:

first principle: intensive training;

'second pi-incipld: innovation in training;
third principle: the urgent need for training,
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The training objectives, of the institutes of technology are

linked to the country's development targets,. The training is or-
.

ganized along the lines ofe''cithe-job training", arid---i.s. based on-'

surveys of jobs from which the necessary theoretical training c-n

be derived.'
The Plan provide'S for improvement in.the agricultural sector

through the reorganization of production and increased yields. A

The foreword to the report on the agricultural sector, says that

'the training programme for high-level personnel (like the 1png-
.

term objectives of the agrarian reform) will produce results,in

the agricultural sector in the long termand is intended graUually

-to do away with the sector's dual nature, split as it is into a

modern sector and a traditional one. The ultimate objective is a

single, modern agricultural sector closely linked to the other

branehe'S of. the country's economy'.
From this statement of the objectives to be achieved, it

follows that institute Of technology are required.to train workers

who will be immediately operatiOnal in the jobs awaiting them.

The institutes therefore admit trainee engineer? with no prior

requirement of a diploma, and the trainees' future assignments are

,decided on the basis of identified job priorities. In the case .of

the Mostaganem iTA, four main pr,iorities, dictated the job assign-

ments of the first four batches of graduates.

1. Employment as instructors to help complete the 'algarianization'

of all agricultural training staff by the beginning of the

4'-'qhird five -year Plan (terminating 1977). The ITA and ITM,As

(Instituts de teohnotre moyens agricoleb or medium-level in-

stitutes of agricult...:1 technology) together 'Cover this need.

Between 1974 and 19/;;, 45 per cent of the engineers trained at

the ITA are expected to work as instructors.

2. Employment as project or research engineers, to bring existing

p'iojectteams up to the required total. ,The_ ultimate objective,.

is an integrated systeM ofssupervision, training, extension

work and research.

3. Employmentas specialists to work at the local production level

under Commicoariato de d6veloppement rural (CDR) (local rural

development autporities), in multi-disciplinary teams at each

CDR. The objective here is extensive 'superviSion in all branches

of pro'duction.

6
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4. Employment as administrators, to help the over-all development
of Algeria's agriculture, under the supervision of Directions
agricoi.:s de Ocara (DAD) (agricultural directorates of the
Ju:;:rao or districts); They too form multi - disciplinary teams

consisting of specialists in at least one of the following:
agriculture, animal husbandry, agricultural machinery, land
utilization and forestry.

Six main engineering specializations have thus been selected
to meet the country's agricultural requirements; One of these
multi-crop farming, is.itself sub-divided into three sections.
rotating crops, market gardening and perennial crops.,

1. ORGANIZATION OF INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY

Organization is, of course, based on the objectives ,utlined above.
The institutes are not responsible to the higher education auth-
orities but come under the various ministries concerned with the
country's main economic sectors. The institutes ate therefore ad-
ministrative institutiont.:; each one has its own governingboard.

The permanent staff at the 1TA consists of three categories:

160 instructors, in direct contact with the trainees; 70 'edu-
cational support' staff who ensure the smooth running of the vari-
ous departments; 440 administrative staff.

Since the four-year groups amount to 2,400 trainees, the ratio
of staff to trainees is one to ten, but varies according to subjects.
It is higher for the first two years of the common core and lower,
for those fourth -year trainees undergoing pre-vocational training.

Terms of employment of the Institute's staff vary considerably.
The teaching staff includes some permanent civil servants and
persons under fixed7term contracts with the government. It also
includes military, service volunteers, foreign technical assistance
experts, French citizens who have,volunteered to teach at the In-
stitute in lieu of military service, and instructors trained at

2. TRAINEE RECRUITMENT

In view of the urgent need for trainees,'a novel recruitment method
has hen devised, based on developing awareness among secondary
school, pupils. Fpur mediaare used for this purpose: the press
(advertisements in two newspapers); posters put up in lycees,
regional schools and public places (2,000 posters); the radio

i



(short information broadcasts); Tpufdicity campaigns' in lycees

(50 lyceies visited).
Visits to lyc6es are carried out by teams of two according

to a carefully worked out plan, which consists of: a lecture to
pupils in the terminal classes, with the help of slides depicting
life at the ITA; talks with the school administative, teaching
and careers guidance staff on condition's for the entrance exam-

in n; distribution of literature, viz., an information leaflet

on ITA, entry forms for the examination, trainee=engineers

contracts.
These methods have produced results. In 1973, 2,100 applicants

sat for the entrance examination, and. half that number were ad-,

mitted as first-year trainees. Most applicants (97 per cent) were
men; half of the entrants were aged 20-21. Two-thirds came from
lycees, 90 per cent of them with a scientific' background: They sat
for the examination at the end of one or the other of the two
terminal classes. Of the remaining applicants, nearly all came
from regional schools, and only 3 per cent of them had already

worked in agriculture' in some technical capacity.
The following. points emerged from a survey carried out in

1970 on Applicants! motivation_in sitting for the examination. The
main reasons given for choosing the ITA and a career in agriculture
Were, in descending order of importance: a wish to undergo higher
education; attraction towards farming; opportunities, prospects;
teaching methods; financial advantages; avoiding repetition of
present class.; desire for a specialized training.

On entering the Institute, 80 per cent of;the trainees stated
that they had already made up their minds on their future special-
ization. AdMission is conditional on'all trainees undertaking to
work for the Ministries of, Agriculture and of Land Reform for a

period of ten years.
The foregoing outline of the organization of the ITA and of

its trainees' backgrounds and profiles should make for better,

understanding of the training as such, described in the next

section.



II. Out limp of training

Generally speaking; the training objectives of the institutes of
technology are geared to the objectives of the country's develop-
ment planning. In the case of the 'ITA, the programmes have been
worked out in line with a profile and behaviour pattern which
might be expected of. graduates of this institution. In a note
dated February 1972, the Director of studies of the ITA describes
four main aspects of this behaviour pattern.

\

1. A graduate engineer is expected to act as an 'agricultural
development agent. This means that he should be equipped to
modify present production structures and help to institute new
ones'. This action should not be regarded as the special privi-
lege of ITA-trained engineers or if it is, it should not remain
so. As a development agent he will work as a member of a group
which will include i?.L7-ahin, farm labourers and others. It is

the group as a whole which-has all the information needed to
'find the equation' of a problem, which acts and makes changes.

,2. The engineer should be a specialist, which means that he should
he well versed in the techniques of his specialization and be
able to adapt them to increasingly complex situations.

3. He should be 'adaptable', that is, able to apply his scientific
skills to tasks outside the field of his specialization,

4. Finally, he should be 'able to work as a member of a multi-
disciplinary and multi-le'vel team.'

On the basis of the above profile of future engineers, train-
ing has been divided into four main sections: character develop-
ment, with its implications for the communal life at the ITA;
basic training in scientific and technical subjects; specialized
training, including instructor-training; training in economics.

We shall now see how this works out in practice.

10



1. CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

This consists of theoretical. and practical training on mankind in
general, its organizations and institutions. The aim is to.help the
engineer in the social role he will have to play as development
agent. Theoretical training includes sociology in the first two

years of the common core, plus economics and management techniques

(see section 4 on training in economics below). Practical training
is based on trainees' active participation in running the Insti-

tute, where they spend four years altogether.

Training in this subject takes up about 7 per cent of the total

time devoted to theoretical training. Lectures are supplemented
by some 20 days' field work per year. The sociology training given
in the second year at the ITA may be taken as an example.

The objectives of every stage of training at the Institute

are defined in common core objectives cards. The aim of sociology

training in particular is stated as \follows: 'the engineer should
be able to analyse the social impliAtions of a problem in an agri-

cultural situation and to see that situation, within the context.

of over -all development'. From this are derived two sub-objectives,

'to show. that managing land resources is subject not only to con

straints but also to decisions'; 'te analyse the human problems
involved in the introduction and devedopment of livestock-raising

in self-managed farms'.
Ccuraes consist of sessions covering the following phases:

reading and analysing a paper;
viewing a television programme ilInstraCig the case being

examined;
an exercise, carried out by trainees individually or in

groups of three and aimed at: (a) assessing the extent to

which they have Understood and. assimilated the content of

the papOr (using a multiple-choice questionnaire); (h) en-
couraging reflection On experience gained in field work

(through series yf open-ended questions)..

These exercises are not corrected individually. Trainees are given
correct ,olutiontJin ;:riting, and may receive, further information

over the internal broadcasting system or by means of another tele-

vision broadcast. i

A. 8 11



In the first year of the common core, trainees attend three
field. courses aimed respectively at: (a) explaining decision-
making on the basis of information obtained through an interview;
(b) assessing the problems of cattle-raising, the reactions of
farmers to its introduction, and the human and technical con
sequences thereof;.and (c) conducting a social 'study of a cattle-
ranch, based on the workers' level of knowledge and training, and
the extent to which they partiCipate in management.

Trainee engineers are assigned to livestock farms in groups
of three and provided with a written guideline. Each group is
expected: to collect data through interviews or by consulting

reference material.; to process these data; to prepare analyses;
to write a report..

Sociology- training is given to batches of 100 trainees. The
instructors' task, include: establiShing a work schedule; co-
ordinating with teams of instructors in other subjects (this is
essential, since the training covers several subjects); locating
and processing reference material; preparing television programmes:
and correcting exercises and reports.

the number of instructors appears to be inadequate for the
proper supervision of trainees, who are scattered over 24 lecture
rooms and over some 100 farms in the field. Trainees' progress is,
however, checked at regular intervals. They are given marks twice
a year, on the report on their field work in farm management,
economics and sociology and on their verbal presentation of a
field report (a collective mark for a group of three trainees).

L

'trainees are urged outside Training hours to take an active part
in the Institute's communal life. memorandum issued by the
'Communal life' office defines the main objective of organized
cultural, social and sports' activities as being to encourage
each trainee's individual- potential so as to ensure sound.psycho-

logiCal, physical and intellectual development, and also to foster
trainees' sense of politiCal and civic responsibility (i.e. an

awareness of the importance of their professional future to the
development,ef Algeria)..

In. the ITA training system, technical training and character

development are inseparable. Organized activity in general is re-
garded as a pre-requisite to successful engineer training. To
undertal<e the :supervisory tasks expected of them, engineers should
be not only competent in their own specialization and anxious to
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serve the nation, but also capable of training others and modify-

ing traditional institutions.
Organized cultural and social activities are, therefore, con-

.

sidered to be part and parcel of vocational training and an aid

to developing a sense of responsibility.
A driving force in this connexion is the Trainees' Association,

known as the Mostaganem ITA Ccntn; Cu'lturc Z jE,fc
(CCEI) (trainee engineers' cultural centre) founded in 1971, Its

aims, according to its statutes, are:

to encourage recreational, intellectual and educational

pursuits, physical training, arts and crafts, sports, eco-

nomic and civic activity;
to set up and promote cultural, arts and sports clubs;
to promote. friendly relations between ITA trainees and

facilitate the exchange of ideas with trainee clubs in other

institutions;
to manage and develop the club's finances and other assets,

whether- inherited or acquired.

The ASsociationundertakes not to pursue other objectives

than those laid down in its statutes. All trainees are act()

members:and no subscription is required. It is responsible to

three bodies: (a) the Annual General Meeting, consisting of

trainees in the first three years (those in their fourth year

having moved on to pre-vocational training); (b) the Association's

executive board, consisting of 15 members 5 for each year

elected by the Annual General Meeting for a period of four years;

(c) the officers, elected by the Annual General Meeting and con-

sisting of a chairman, three vice-chairmen and a treasurer.
The 1TA administration is entitled to take part in Association

affairs and its Honorary President is the Director-General of the

Institute. He is present when the outgoing officers submit their

report on finances and activities to the Annual General Meeting

and new officers are elected. In addition, the administration

ihelps the Cal by allowing it the use of lecture rooms and studios,

land releasing trainees for CCEI Work from time to time, The CCEI

chairman is asked to attend the more important meetings of the

administrative board, including those dealing with teaching

methods and disciplinary matters.
The CCE1 receives an annual State grant of 1o,000 Algerian

dinars. The LTA also contributes towards running costs, and did

so in the amount of 1,000 dinars in 1974. They CCEI runs three

4) u
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trainee;i' hostels, the income from which is used to Pay hostel
staff wages and to finance other activities.

Three CCE1 departments co- ordinate activities. The 'Culture'.

department organizes draVia (two repertory companies, total member-
shiP 100), music (fouryircestras), a 'film club and a photography
club.'The repertory companies write and produce their own plays,
which are usually on home political or social theme. Ten seminars
or so are organized each year on a variety of subjects, for example,
the agrarian reform land the administration of justice in Algeria.
Every other month/the CCEI publishes a newsletter, the 14:c2 Phi
which:reports ondaily events at the institute. The 'Sports' de-
partment: organizes some.ten different kinds of games in which over
500 trainees (like part: The ',Leisure' department is responsible

for the thre hostels each consisting of a bar, a lounge, a tele-
vision rooM and a games room.

]rainees" living conditions play a key role in their communal
lite. Evaluating this role in terms of quantity and quality is,
however, a difficult task. Trainees are housed in three apartment
blocks in different parts of the town of Mostaganem. One apartment
is shared by four to eight trainees. This semi-boarding arrange-
ment does not help to develop contacts with the city's itl,habitants.
Trainees do, however, take part in local socio-political'activities
and collaborate with the youth movement uf the

(ELN) and with the Committee set up to promote_land_re,
form. This committee has five representatives on the University
voluntary services committee, which co-ordinates such services on
a nation-wide basis. The 1TA Counittee, with the help of cOmirtees
set up in lycdes and other local or regional bodies frequently
works on (county) public works projects. Trainees who
volunteer fur such work know that they are performing a service
to the nation. They regard voluntary service as a privilege, a
cans of integrating with the rural population and developing
riendhips with lostaganem's young people,

TASTC

This consists t common core._ of five main subj,.cts: biology,

chemistry, rAtilev:,atics, physics and statistics. It takes up ap-3
proximately b U hours in lecture rooms, laboratories and work-
shops) in the first year and 400 hours in the second year,,

The training objective in mathematics is defined at tollows':
'the engineer'silould be able to use mathematics as a tool in the



solution of agricultural problems'.
Lectures, which last an hour and a half, are broadcast over

closedcircuit television. Trainees are provided with explanatory

notes and exercise schedules. An instructor is available in the

central studio to answer students' questions put to him over the
internal,broadcasting system. Other instructors, move around the
lecture rooms (one instructor being assigned to 13 rooms) each of
which accommodates 20 trainees. Exercises are carried out indi
vidually, and lectures are followed by a discussion in which

trainees compare their results.
A written mathematics course is handed out to every first

year trainee. It goes over various points which the trainee is

assumed to have learned before entry at the ITA. It is not,
strictly speaking, part of the curriculum but enables each trainee
to bring his knowledge of the subject up to the entrance require

ment of the ITA. The course consists of three booklets of IOU
pages each, ter the trainee's individual use. Each trainee is

invited to cileek his own level before using these boOklets. If
aware of some weak points, he can make up for them by referring

to the relevant section of the course, designed as it is as a
refreshet course. lie can check his progress through a variety of
programmed exercises of-the linear type, each of which is followed

1w a test.
Itaining in chemistry, biology and physics is handled by the..

animal htisbandry and -farming. sections of the Institute, and is

confined to those aspects of the subjects which trainees need to
bnow'in order to meet the development targets set for those sectors.
Laboratory work is 3upervised by toam6 of instructors specially

trained for this purpose.

SPECIALIZLD

AL the 11A, this 13 given in to third and tt :tirth years. ft has

not .see7J .t1to.wther -iatielac:tory in relation to the development

obiecti,:e.ri outlined : three, and ay. invetigation iA currently being

conducted to find mays et improvit it.

In.tlie third year, this jk,b involves

types of activity.

threug which trainees learn about methods and

he to Apply the to the thoIntion of given problems. The

2
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mental approach they should adopt is described by the in-
structors, who discuss it with the trainees.

;oft', covering three phases: (a) briefing, in which
objectives are defined and discussions are held on how they
should be met; (h) actual field work, in which trainees are
supervised by instructors (one to 12 or 15 trainees), con-
centrate on the objective selected, ch:k for possible errors
and seek ways of remedying them; (c) drawing conclusions,
groups of four or five trainees proces:, the data gathered

and :mike suggestions on how the running of the farm visited
or the development of a region might be improved.

It should no pointed out that such field training does not
in fact bring trainees into close touch with development problems,
the objectives of some sections differing from those of others,
and sectiunsbeing isolated from on. ther. Multi-disciplinary
work is impossible to achieve in su .rcumstances. The studies
conducted frequently have no impact on fart. output since they
cannot be. implemented by the farmers. fhird-year trainees there-
fore continue to be motivated in a scholat,tic way and truly pro-
fessional motivation is difficult to reac' In addition, instruc-
tors are unable to take an active part i... the field work. In view
of this, steps should be taken by the planning authorities to in-
volve the LTA far more closely in the solution of development
Problems and to allow ITA instructors to take part in the work of
these authorities. Moreover, it is considered that trainee engin-
eers shouAl be given a kind of field training that is more con-
sistent with the jobs to which they are 'to be assigned.

Ihe changes proposed in this connexion and their possible

advantages and disadvantages are examined in greater detail in the
conclusions of this paper.

In the fourth year, trainees are expected to identify the
objective of their field work in the light of their future em-
ployers' requirements and their own training level, which has been
duly evaluated.- They are expected to strike a balance between the
two, with the help of instructors. Here it should be pointed out
once again that the number of-instructors - eight for 400 trainees
- is inadequate. Since field work is, organized in a variety of

ways, the initiative shown by trainees and the amount of help they
are given on the spat may vary. considerably.

16
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Various other institutions which train high-level agricultural
workers urgently need more instructors. ot Ti graduates

are therefore to be assigned to them as such. These men will have

been trained as both agricultural engineers and instructors. Out
of the 1,600 engineers the ITA is expected to train by 1977, 900
are to be assigned to field posts and 790 as instructors. The

demand tor instructors thus offers considerable scope for present

trainees.
Approzimately 13 iittructors are to he assigned to the Centre

national de pedagogie agricole, an agricultural training policy-
making institution. Fifteen intermediate-level instidtes of agri-
oultural technology are to be opened in 1977 to train workers at

Llads 4 level. '-',ome of the instructors will be ITA-trained. Further-

more, 23 IIA-frained instructors will fulfil the function of di-

rector et training in agricultural training centres for Class 3
personnel. ;,ince training at such centrLs is Lased on a specific

typo of farming (e.g. fruit tree, rotating crops) instructors

appointed to then; rust bey e-2:perts en one type or another.

H.aally, it is expected that by 1977, 160 of the )IA's own in
structors will be former trainees. They will teach either common
core or specialized subjects, or supervise work in laboratories

and worsilops.
iese instructors perform a dual task since they are involved

sifdiltaneously.with training and with production. there 1TA train

ing, will have gi-cen tirst-hand enperience of practical prob-

le ,.bey heen tall.;Ilt to an,ilyse. 111,;tructor-training

is ..;eared to f i:e _:min ohjective:i:

AiTrai-:al ot proHLems facea Instructors at various stages,

as delluition of training e _tives, curriculum develop-

oT,:anizincr w.)re. in an actual tan:: situation, creating

and [earninK.

Appl%ti, e.11Are ii 112, instructors and the extent.

-eot requireents.

5. A onef.J., of 11A ttlit;:!Idni; n,etuods and their

e!te:7t Yt :en I ar c i.% uT t lens.

Lal.1t.. ' the trdinih s, stem and its .isii,
en fiela 1 discuslons with instructor

0'1er-a; teaciiing

of teaching aids 115ed at the l iA, wilether for

purpose o impart ing li;owledg'- or to induce trainees to
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expres themselves, communicate MIL" show initiative.

de meet these objectives, the level of training to be achieved
at toe end et etivit of the four years training at the IIA has leen
defined. thus, at the end of the first year of the common core, a
trainee cu Id he able: to work as one of a basic unit of three to
Live trainees and to integrate with study groups in the lecture
room, and in practical training in the workshop; to -communicate
with other ixolps and citit ifistructors; to use th Lt. teachini;

system 3,i a means of self-teaching, and also to use reference
material in ?,eueral and doeuments handed out before each lecture;

to analyse a training objective and work out an ope'rational straf-
egi; to cle:4iri',ie a training problem outlined by an instructor; to

erplaiti eval.Uaticro methods; to evaluate his own work.
lbc end ,f the second year, the trainee should have de-

vploped ar ability to analyse and surtmarize.what he has-learned..

Iv particular, lc is ef.pected: to define, classify and analyse the
work he co. ao..,i..plished during the first two years of training;
to establish a ftlationship hetween training objectives and traives!
L,baviotir patterns; to identify evaluation methods and establish
their relationship ti the end result aii--analysed; to select and
chec 1 data oil feveiopment problems, career opportunities (agri-

cultnral ergiiter or farming instructor-engineer) or en the special-
ization he will ydlocse for his third year; to describe the ultimate

ive ci Li iuturc joh.

tie thd third year,.,a trainee should he able to
rI In a pre--,:hoational training capacity.

1ft the.i.dirtj year, trainee enjneers begin in-service train-
in,: as ir,t'..raeter-; in.the institutions where they will he assigned
cfi ,ord,tuatitdi, ilhhy (to so in, multi-discipliTiary teams with a fixed
objective '_u-el _T:1 job proilloo and field requirements. let ewample,
a team ma- be required to observe, diagrese and analyt-;e a certain

itsoihn ifl mane slicdtions on, say, cereal crop cultivation on
a oertaih plot or Issid. Ileli* tv do this they will have worh.ed
cut a stratey pro,:r;imning the various Hypott,etical situations
anl flcir inLer-relationship.

op the (h_o-ia h: this prhe a trainee fuitrutter 3upervises .
a ,.ir:.vly or timijnect- te him, with the help if the thttf-
tutioi," traihed inhtiuctor:q. He conducts ii j011110 sessions on

f u t r e f i e l t operatihuts, sdpervises tie f i e l d weri and the ptist-

Iiold evajuatief. At end Ot s ta. , Lie trainee l',,akeL-1 an

,_;t-. 17mi to of the ! ta-ti iee



Aiiervice training takes up half of the fourth year of
training, but there is no rTixed period for this. It is spread

out over the year, and thud enables the trainee to become ac-
quainted with the teaching staff of several other training insti-

tutions and with agricultural development planners..
Trainees are directly involved in farming operations in the

second part of their pre-vocationa.. training. Here again, they
are grouped into multi-disciplinary teams called upon to solve
a specifiti' farming problem within a limited number of production

units not more than three or four).
At the end of in-service training, trainees write a paper

which is an in-depth study of a production problem encountered
in the field. It must be based on first-hand observation and
shoujil present the problem from the development official's pant

of view, i.e. it should propose practical solutions, involving
changes in the self-management sl:r-uctures within the context of
the agrarian reform. Trainees are also required to write another

report on their in-service training, summarizing their experiences
and stressing the analysis of training objectives. The report de-
scribes the role of an instructor in certain situations in the
light of its impact on development in general and on the develop-

.

ment of instructor-training.
The two paper complement one another. Work done during train-

ing and. its ,relationship to the environment are dealt with in

the report on in- service training. Farming problems are dealt
with in the in "depth study. Together, the papers reflect the LTA's
dual'objective: to train both instructors and production engineers.

. '1EAINaNG IN E

As in other subjects, this training is both theoretical and prac-
tical, beginning in the common core. More time is devoted to it in

the third year, width a specialized course on economics. At the

common core level training takes up apprOkimately 140 hours a

year. In the third year this figure is eight times higher (over

1,100 hout%), and training is divided almost 'equally between

theoreticai and practical work.

ibis is in two r =tages in the first year.

1: (:I') studying the production, financing, supply and

ot a self-managed'farm; (b) establishing a-,
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general operating budget for this fermi
,:717age 2: (a), budget analysis by ratios; (b) budget analysis
according to gross profit margins.

In the second year; economics training is divided into five
each one of which includes three field courses.

Tle first period and the first field course are devoted to
stud g the farm.

In the second period and second field course, this study is
continued, with the addition of comparative studies of .farms of
the same type. In such studies, a hypothetical fermi, imagined by
the trainees themselves, is used as reference'point.

The third and fourth periods are devotad-te organization of

the work, more ^.:1--arative studies, the theory of values, develop-
ment strategy, agriculture as a branch of the economy.

The last period is devoted to writing the filial report.
1T;ainees^ take part in a'seminar on the agrarian reform during
this period.

In the third year, some 501trainees take'the specialized
course.on economics. It is divided intofour stages: general
economics; the non-self-managed sector; the self-managed sector;

.. plans to promote the self-management system and nhe agrarian re- '

[form. At the end.of this course, trainees should be: able to under-
stand and analyse the over-all economic context of their future
field work; familiar with the redording, analysing and forecasting,
techniques of development planners; able to apply'these techniques.
and implementation techniques at the production unit level;
familiar with the work of 'government agencies which promote the
system of self management and the agrarian reform.

In terms 'of training objectives, trainees should be equipped
to analyse and' diagnose a situation, and suggest improvements at
departmental, territorial (cOmmune, district, region) or pro-
duction unit level. They should also be equipped to work as man-
agers of an office or co-operative store. Alternatively, they
may work as development agents and as such, act as links with
planning departments.

This is acquired in the process of achieving ITA's policy of
tlaining by objectives and by attending the joint meetings organized.
as part of the communal life at the Institute:-

By and large,- practical training is geared to the ITA's train-
ing objectiAles. de.scription Of field work and practical ex.

20
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ercises given earlier has shpwn haw alternating theoretical train-
ing with field work - both being checked at regular intervals
ensures sustained progress. As this methoc -is used in the economics

course described earlier, it is not necessary to go into any great

detail, but it willfbe seen that practical training is effectively
helped by trainee participation in the running of the Institute.

Eightrainees (two for each year) are invited to attend and
to express their views at the meetings on teaching policy or-
ganized by the directorate of, studies. Trainees may also attend and

submit proposals at ail meetiksat the common core level. Two
trainee representatives attenhose meetings at which each cum-

_ _pleted ,stage of training is reviewed and future plans are formulated. ,

,Whole groups of trainees are sometimes present at such meetings.
Half of the student body attend seminars on the agrarian reform.
In pribciple, representatives of third-year trainees may attend
other meetings of the directorate orstudies but in practice they
do so only it they feel that they are closely involved. Trainees ,

may also attend the meetings of various sections (e.g. the. rotating

crops and-Agricultural machinery sections), to which they are
regularly. invited, The animal husbandry section holds seven or

eight meetings a year, attended by 20-60 trainees,
Joint meetings are held on questions of discipline. The eight

members of the management and co- ordination committee elected by
the trainees are invited to attend, At least six must, do so in

fact. These memb6rs make suggestions and express opinions, and

see the case of hoth'plaintift and defendant. In the final,

vote, trainee representatives have the same voting rights as the.

Chairman and the fiVe representatives of the administration.
The financing of the Institute's social and cultural activi-

ties is the responsibility of the CCLi referred to earlier. Fifteen
trainees for each year devote a considerable amount of time to
this, depending on the timing of the various events, which in turn
depend on the trainees' field work cofaaitments. Most activities
are available from three to five days a week. On average, trainees

spend an hour or two each day at a club or hostel. Part oL the

duties of the CCEI treasurer is to spend two hours a day at the
club. raineelf are also represented at the household management.
level. There are two reprellenlatives for,cach year in the sections
respohsible for running the apartment blocks,. catering (kitchens,
cafeteria, supplies). These trainees spend one or two hours a day

keeping an eye on the cafeteria (which can accommodate 320 and
feeds 411 average of 1,',00 at each uw_al). Permanent and informal.%
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links are thus established between trainees and the various
sections of the administration. In addition, five to ten organized
meetings are held each year to discuss household management prob
lems.

It is thus clear that at the ITA, every effort is made to

provide trainees with thorough training in economics, during which
they become familiar with the management problems of an ingtitution
of any size. It also gives them some idea of the wide variety of
questions they will be called upon to deal with in their future
careers.
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M. Training organization and teaching equipment

The analysis of the main lines of the curriculum includedtrefer-
ences to some aspects of training organization. It will now be
useful to describe its salient features and'aISo the teaching
equipment which the ITA uses to fulfil training objectives.

1. TRAINING ORGANIZATION

The theoretical and practical training provided at the ITA over a
four-year period is orgAlized on a well defined and progressive
scale. In the first twb'years which make up the common core,
trainees acquire a basic knowledge of agriculture and working
methods, In the third year, they be.C'ome acquainted with agri-

cultural machinery and begin specialized training. In the fourth
year,students'are trainhdto take action, accept responsibility,
work as a member of a multi disciplinary team, in readiness for
the job awaiting them. Moreover, the 25 most successful graduates
are given opportunities to go to further training.

Training ot.ag

The training as a whole is three-dimensional: in the lecture and
doCumentation centres, where students are given theoretical train-
ing, appraise what they have learned in the field and prepare for
the next field trip;*in the laboratory they apply their theoretical

4 knowledgeand also acquire certain practical skills; in the field
they-become familiar with the rural scene, colleCt data and study
actual problems.

To ensure that all these training phaes should complement
one another, the training programmes have been designed to in-
'tegrate them at every stage. In principle, each stage is sub-
divided into four parts:

instruction in lecture room, laboratory or workshop;

field work planning;
field work;
application of field work findings.
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In the first year, a training Atage lasts from one to three
months. Objectives' are defined by a group consisting of a special
ist in programmed instruction, and 411 instructors-in practical
training. Later, and on the 'basis of results achieved in the pre
vious year, a 'producer instructor' decides on strategies, content
and the teaching aids to be used. The innovative nature of this

approach should be stressed here. It involves -objectives and teach-

ing methods being systematically reviewed each year in the light
of an objective analysis of results achieved by the end of each
stage, and teaching methods being improved on this basis. The
preparation of documents for any particular stage does not begin
until this 'soul searching' and 'range correction' exercise has
taken place.

In view of the large number of trainees, systematic use is
made of teaching by television. A team of five to eight instructors_
ensures that full use is made of the audiovisual documents pre
pared. At the start of the lecture two of these instructors are
stationed in Lhe control room "to operate the closed circuit tele
vision-system, which reaches all of I1A's 20 lecture rooms. Other'
instructors are assigned to 'relay stations', linked by telephone
to the various rooms on the same fluor of the teaching block, which
together accommodate some 150 trainees. Communication between cor.
trol room, relay stations and lecture rooms is a twoway circuit.
There are two television screens iff each lecture room, and a micro
phone through which trainees may. ask for help from an instructor
at one of the relay stations. Theesystem dues, however, have-one
disadvantage: instructors are unable to observe trainees' reactions
in the lecture roums.

The lecture is followed by evaluation sessions where trainees
confer with the instructors and discuss what needs to be revised.

2. ASSESSNL::T OF FNO:.1,FIJGF.

Trainees' inowledge is assessed in two ways. Firstly, during each
stage trainees are invited to evaluate their own progress and the
knowledge they have acquired during previous sessions. This method
has not, hOwever, proved very successful so far. Few trainees care
to -attend the sessions and those who do are inclined to overrate
their own performance, which was largely anonymous since trainees
correct their own exercises and only the end result becomes knrwn
to the group.



SeCondly, a .great many examinations are held each year in each

section: 21 in the first year in addition to the 20 self-evaluating
sessions. The number of examinations goes down as training pro-

gresses: 15 in the second year, about 10, in the third (these figures

varying according to section) and a final examination in ,the fourth

year. Trainees are-well aware of the importance of these examin-

ations, which are in fact held by agreement between trainees to
feel motivated, and it has been observed that they work particu-

larly hard in the few weeks preceding an examination.
There are five grades of marks according to the extent to

which trainees have achieved the objectives of one stage dr. another.

Grade 5 is given to trainees who have completely mastered
everything they have been taught. Some of these trainees may be
selected for more specialized training leading to higher-level
posts. AbOut seven per cent of the first batch of graduates ob-
tained thin grade. Grade 4 is given to those who achieve both
objectives and sub-objectives. Grade 3 is given to those trainees

wko achieve the main objectives only. The large majo7:ity of them

obtain this grade. Grade 2 reflects mediocre work, and Grade''l

unsatisfactory performance..
This grading system plays a key role in the training. Un-

satisfactory work may lead to disciplinary measures, and to ex-
pulsion in extreme, cases. Usually, however, it removes, -1.2-Jo.:-

the right, to choose a field location or future job. Conversely,
there is 'a reward system: a chance to study for another year,
priority in the choice of a field location and future job, a chance

of further training after graduation: Moreover, the grading system
allows a wrong career selection to be put right. Seven per cent
of the trainees in the first batch of graduates were in fact steered
towards other jobs as a result of their grades. Trainees are kept
regularly informed of their grades, which they may challenge in
discussions with their instructors. The complete set of grades

for one class also constitutes a basis for assessing the teaching.
Instructors' reports.. take account of these grades.

3. TEACIIING AIDS

Under this heading we will deal with the various types of teaching
aids and equipment used at the ITA, which have ',een developed on

the basis a trainees' aptitudes, and characteristics as observed

at the entrance examination or during training cad ITA's. own oh-
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jectives. The Institute's isolated lOcation has also been taken
into account. Teaching aids (print and non-print materials) and
teaching equipment will he dealt with separately.

.

This may be divided into outside acquisitions and in-house pro-
ductions, the latter playing a key role in training because their
educational approach is closely linked to ITA's objectives. Both
print and non-print materials fall into these two categories.

ITA's approach here is distinctly innovative and has produced a
full-scale 'data bank' for the Institute's own use. Facts on the
Institute and its environment are systematically gathered, analysed,
stored and disseminated. This system helps to revamp training
in the light of experience gained in previous years. It is known
as' LTA's 'institutional memory', a term which reflects its Useful
role. It ensures a constant flow of data useful for analysing
practical problems, learning processes and training methods.

A documentation department is responsible for collecting, classify-.
ing and circulating a wide variety of documents, which includes
studies written by instructor, reports and papers written by
trainees as part of their training. An analysis and processing de-
partment concentrates on the collection and analysis of information
on job's and pre-vocational jobs (filled or vacant) and other jobs
in education and research proposed to trainees. In a large,j.nsti-
tution like the ITA, data obtained on teaching methods can be
pooled, processed and disseminated, as is the case with evaluation
reports on each stage of the training. Since. any large institution
is bound to have relatively autonomous structures such as 'cells',
'sections' or 'departments', their co-ordination is helped by this
constant exchange cf information. All kinds of information even
when conflicting with one another - are fed .into the system and
then stored, storage being; es5Intial for a cumulative effect.

Access to documents is fatilitated by a key-worded card in-
dex, based on a thesaurus drawn up jointly with the National Agri-
cultural Training Centre in Algiers..The thesaurus contains 1,200
key-words used for literature searches in a dozen fields (e.g. the
exact sciences, agricultural machinery). Each card lists the rec.-
erence niml,ers :/en to the various information items under one
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keyword (boos s, journals, studies, reports, term papers, photo-
graphs, slides, films, tape recordings and video tapes).

on the hasis of evaluation reports, which are the: backbone
of the 'institutional memory', 'fact sheets' containing signifi-
cant facts and figures are drawn up. The original documents consist
of studies and-surveys such as the following: studies on the trainee
population (a sociological study carried out at thertime of the
entrance examination, a survey oil selected fourth -year trainees,
records of interviews from which to analyse trainees' reactions,
evaluation studies of the 'range of activities' proposed to trainees,
and trainees' working methods. There are also annotated lists' of
documents available for each subject at the common core love, to
help instructors make up sets. Surveys of fourth-year trainees
workin4 on self-managing or privately run farms are used in job
analyses. Cti',i011 files' have been compiled on the basis of

surveys of teaching, methods used at some stage in the common core.

Every year, 17 end-of-stage reports on the first year of training
are produced, in addition to. formal and informal appraisals written

by instruefors of the various sections in the third year. Many more
examples could be given of the wide variety of documents available
to instructor .,. and trainees. between 100 aid 200 new documents
are produced each year. Fiieir usefulness as a reference source is
borne out by the fact that, out of 1,500 documents available on
loan, some 000 have been borrowed by individuals or institutions
outside the ILA, for example,-inLtructors at other institutes of
technology, 'WiIlaya' 'agricultural- departments and fourth-year
trainees in pre-vocational jobs. The large number of such outside

loans only 1.er7es to confirm the educational value of these docu-
ments.

Documents ter teaching purposes only (lecture documents) are
written specialist instructors with reference to the training,

ecjectivesfor the cerresponding period. Such documents are much
lihe a ehapt.,r of a textbook, with the difference that the chap-
ter is self-sufficient and requires no further elaboration during
the lecture, thus completely eliminating Vie- use of reference
material at lectures. In time, the documents make up a collection
of reference !-Aterial which trainees may keep for use in their

future jes.
The pry duction of lecture documents places a heavy burden on

the instruetor. It usually takes four days' wort: to produce a
et ih iust lecture. Instructors use their own reference

material er that ehtlinallo from the library. They may also seek
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help from government agencies where more specialized documents
are available for consultation on the spot, loan or free distri-
bution. Teaching documents are reviewed and up-dated every year
as part of 1TA's policy constantly to adapt teaching tocircum-
stances.

The documentation system frequently gets bogged. down, however,
Owing to the. vast amount of documents to be processea, which exceed
the ,capacity of the documentation department. Problems to be ana-

lysed are occasionally very complex ones and on the whole, selec-
tion of useful material calls for the establishment of far too
many correlations. An information proces'sing system would of
course solve this problem, and the 11A plans to install a computer
for this purpose.

the main library has holdings of over 9,000 books representing
3,700 differeut titles. A large number of books are out on per-
mtinent loan to the various sections which make constant use of
them. Over 50-per cent of the holdings cover three main subjects:

exact' sciences, economics and the huma%ities. An average 3,000
books are borrowed by 1,600 trainees each year, and 700 by in-
structors and the Instittite's staff. The library also subscribes
to various magazine which are consulted on the spot. Delivery
on an order for books : :ay take six months to a year. Any instructor
may order through the 1TA documentation centre. The hocks are
purchased by the Socidttl nationals d'6dition et de diffusion, which
processes the orders of various agencies. Regrettably, this in-
stitution does not deal with those institutes of technology which,
publish numerous important documents. Only. very few such documents
therefore reach the ITA, and only through unofficial channels.
Undoubtedly, the present organization is inadequate.

Audio-visual holdings include some 24,000 slides, 40,000 photo-
graphs, 20o 16mm films and 1,400 HA-produced television programmes.
ost of latter are on the exact sciences, economics, agri-
culture, farming, animal husbandry and Arabic language instruction-.
This wealth of highly diversified material is accessible to trainees
through their representatives on the CCES and the CSRA (Committee
for the promotion of the agrarian reform).

aim of teaching by television is twofold. Firstly, it
enables one instructor to deal with 1,000 trainees at the same



.,me, thus cutting down teaching staff requirements considerably.
Secondly, television helps trainees to acquire a more thorough
understanding of what they have learned in the field and of the

jobs to which they will eventually he assigned.
Besides purely instructional television programmes, there is

a collection of videotapes on development problems in general aimed

at developing a positive attitude in trainees towards such problems.
Under the sponsorship of the CSRA, trainees have themselves pro-
duced several television programmes on, among other things, youth,

woman's role and war. Such programmes are scripted, produced and
shown by small groups who thus learn how to organize a documentary
programme and a subsequent discussion.

Some instructional television programme illustrate the jobs
to which trainees will he. assigne/, so that trainees become fam-
iliar with their future role. An example are those programmes de-
picting the role of engineering instructor at the intermediate
agricultural technology institutes at flemcen. They were produced .

for instructor- trainees in the first LTA batch and deal with

specific questions such as curriculum-programming and distribution,
thus familiarizing instructor-trainees with the methods used by

those instructors whom they will eventually he called upon to re-

place.
lco twont-minute programes show the 'role of the engineer

as a development agent. One is about a voluntary service project

at :1esra and the ;,then on sociality, in general. They have been

tviewt!d by l,) traines rho were ",:hut made aware of their role on

I voluntary Service project.

a culicrL ey.,.,)le of oc the documLntary holdiugs are used

mention may cc ;Iikle.ot a lecture produced dhl given by a group of

third -year trainees. At te,;tart of the acidemic year, instructors

01 their ,ecti,In thefl t poSsihie subjects. lhe trainees

then !in into J.sic i it.s of four, each of which selected the

subject they would lecture to a score of trainees later

in tht.- year.

In A,f.fi.4i,,n re the print. Ltild materials given thee

hy th, the trainees ,,:ere pro,'ided with docu-

f.ent ori,j_ratin4 from, for inshitutei.-; of technology abroad

and variou:, agenLie (n..!.;tly the rt2TIlta of some experi-

ental prHet.i. 10 all t:ti.; tx-,tinees added their own cotiluents

:in the.. 7.,cr: iu the I ie .
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The lecture developed in the following way: the basic unit
defined the subject, Spain oh]ecves and sub-objectives, decided
what paper .n,d audio-visual documert::: they would need and discussed
these points with the instructor, at which stage they nay have been
asked to revise cextain plans. Once the framework was established
and the audio-visual docn.lents requelited had been viewed"the final
selection vas made by consensus. The actual .ark as thenHdivided
equally among f,e:1ber-; el the group to ensure thorough preparation,
and full detail, of their plans were given to the instructors, who
were thus interldt:1 of the trainees' vrk schedules and timetable.
Final plan, ,..r a tben jointly discused and laid

1,:.er...'et,14 , 70i pdge:-; of doondaent s are produced each year
I er theort tiod1 f_raihing Inc t ureti 11:-! docuiccuta are prepared by
instruct, rs, oh . zve acoos.- to the 1 ibrary at al time and can
Lal.:e out :,001:::.; seed constantly on peranent loan. Their
handwritten d)..- t tr g I vela t the reproduction department, which
has a typing pool, an illntrdtin section and a printing shop
equipperl --tencil and offset :!:c.:Aline. -111e department employs
dii orper:.; d .,..11.hill:.eS ail ti*.'t,r,i,,,O ,00 ,t)i!U ,.iltee.t.3 of paper a

moth. Pratt, be handed it at lettgt one month before the
deadline. hii it prove difficult won, ter exa::iple, documents
are needed quieb1y to cever points which call for revision it they
have not ret-q-, properly grasped.

Inc -the productin of television pro,fra:es there is a cc-
cordingN studLic and several mol,ite nnit, Ab Instructor nin
canno,t find a pre4raf.b-.e sdifale for particular purpose may
produce one on.,hig own initiative. this usually taco; seven week:,
and invclve, s,ript, pit tugraphing, producing
drawings, reerdinc ind edit rk4 A has several tudios trots

it r:b1 tor iver the ft, I cc tures. Preparing one
such leo ulbdir htlt i writ, invlvinp ,elect ion art
audio-vi :It! help al an optical scanner. ln-
structtn-g to ,,t in7.:rodu,,,,e add i t lona' sequences ill an Utl
ist iuig rect,ded I c iccie icCe ,s to the holdings of

-Cliles and pheto:,,rdp'io.:, 1 chicle duplication tacilitieH
are availaH.e. Here again, sewer, reprodut.tion tal:.es rather a
long time: t. or c he ph, p A ttit
vised lecture 1:t in ail ta_i be planned well in ad.,:ant.e , and
the ,,lep tituS leul in the al location of leg tilt e ice 1510
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The LTA has 15 laboratories for practical work in chemistry, bi-
ology, soil :science and plant protection. There is also a prep-
aration room, a livestock testing room and a storeroom. Twelve
instructors are responsible for running the laboratories. Owing
to the large number of trainees assigned to practical work at the
common core"-level, each instructor has to repeat each laboratory

class twelve times.
Relevant documents are circulated at the start of each lab-

.

oratory class. The instructor then explains and gives practical
demonstrations of the work trainees are required to do. Trainees
work in groups of two and are constantly helped by a laboratory
assistant. They note their findings on cards which are then cor-
rected, marked and forwarded to the common core teaching department.

By way of an example-of practical work in chemistry, first-
yar trainees begin by learning how to handle laboratory equip-
ment, then carry out analyses of foodstuff contents They also

study soil characteristics and volumetric assays. In the second
year they analyse the calcium content of soil samples, test milk

for quality control and identify rocks. In plant biology, first-
year trainees observe and describe component parts, and learn

identification criteria for plant species. In animal biology, they
dissect carcases and study the various stages of reproduction (egg
fertilization and early segmentation). Practical work in the second

year includes the study of perennial crops.
Laboratory work in the third year is considerably more soph-

isticated and is organized according to the specializations of each
section. Fourth-year-trainees have 'access to the laboratories at

all times, field work schedules permitting, so are able to corre-
late their theoretical training with their field and laboratory

work. Such was the case in a study of nematodes, a type of vine
parasite, Trainees were briefed in the lecture room and in the
field, they tracked down breeding areas and took soil and root
samples. In the laboratory, the parasites were analysed according
to different methods of preparation, colouration and extraction.

The Many approaches adopted in this experiment gave it a high edu-

cational value.

ITA has four workshops: agriculture, animal husbandry, agri-
-261tural flAchinery and surveying. A supervisor is responsible for
co-ordinating teaching, administration and operation. As will be

o
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seen from the following desoriiiion, the concept of a 'workshop'
is very broad at the 1TA. A works-hop might be a vast tract of land
on which trainees carry out 'life-size' farming operations; or it
might he a small classroom where trainees are briefed before they
begin such operations.

Workshop training comes under five main categories, fur::Which
objectives and examples are given in each case. The categories. are:

(ast methodology, in which trainees learn to apply observation
methods to a plot of land by observing its soil and plants;

(I) techniques: in surveying, trainees learn to use maps to spot
the location of a particular plot of land to be surveyed, to
calculate its area and to work out the direction of the steep-
est gradient;

marmot work: digging a- soil profile under crops;
i trinin: chow to approach and immobilize an animal

according tm the safety rules applicable in the case of each
species;

(,e) otservati r 1 to identity cereal crops hefts the
ears are rmed.

*

Workshop structure, equipi.,ent and organization vary according
to training objective. six kilometres
awov trop too ITA, is a 20-hectare plantation, growing vines, fruit

trees, seasonal crops such as cereals and greens, animal feed ark:

market gardening t.rops. The machinery needed for the work to be
carried out is obtained from the machine shop.five kilometres
away, where four instructors and four mechanics are assigned on
a full-time basis. The workshop hays ;.our classrooms accormlio-

datingLO trint-es each, a farmhouse, a k:orercom and an office.
The *vz 1,10111e tr es away from

the farm workshop, and eight from the ITA. Livestock consists of
21 horses (available to members of the riding club), some 30 head

Lattle sheep. A I,eebive is being set up.' The workshop
ha,; a ,a,:eat cla5;sr6cm!.--,, a laboratory, a veter-
inary illlirmry operating theatre, a delousing station, a
olarhgin yarh ter ten had of cattle, free stalling,for ten milk-

cc.,rri, tr.Ali.tiehal cow Stall and two hectares of grazing
lanh. cell-;i1!_ of ohe instructor, a stable lad and
three worhr:. :rteritary tlr4eoll md!ce regular calls.

four kilometres away
from the ilA : two classrooms with accommodation for

train ,; ,libel; -.worh benches with five or



six working places at o ion; storage ileas; a two-hectare test and

demonstration. crag. dhere'is a complett range of agricultural .

machinery: t r a e ! e r s , naichiaery for ploughing, elrth-moving, har-

vesting, naystac%ing and processing. Nacnine tools and soldering

irons are available for urgent repair wer. Model and bench engines

are used for teaching elementary mechanics. One supervisor is in

charge of all machinery and its allocation, and another is in charge

of specialized training (third-year trai'noes).'

The is on 'IA promises. Theoretical work

is dune in classrooms end the practical, work is carried out on
land outside the lnstitut. The workshop has sets of surveyin-'

instruments and various types of levelling-and Measuring equipirent.

Docur,entary holdings include 9,000_ aerial photographs, 200 ordnance

maps, ab:iut 30 television programmes, and cietstaf slides. The work-

lap is run by aix supervisors, and a female draughtsman who pro-

duces the .iocunts.
A workshop class lasts two or three hours and is given to

groups of ::a) trainees. In the first two years of the common core,

the number of classes per year varies from four to ten according

to workshop and gees up conaiderahly in the third year, when 13

classes are organized for tilt:seasonal crops section, 20 for agri-

cultural machinery, 2 For forestry, and 40 fur country planning.

me work i extremely varied. It may consist of observations

followed lo, ata-processing, such observations leading to, for

exafiTle, identification of a stage in cereal growth or estimation

of crop density per hectare in order to draw up a planting schedule.

Alternatively, it might 1,e work of a more practical nature such as

setting and defining the functions of a tool in a specific farm-

ing operation. training in surveying has a special programme, each

stage consisting of two classes including television programmes

and map-reading, followed ily actual surveying work out of doors.

An inaireasirg amount of time is being devoted to photograph in-

terpretation (about tvtbird I tiLe practicAl sorb timetable in

en year
11111, the range oi toachinA eT.Iip:liciat -used at the 1TA is

whollyicoprebensive and combines te:-.ihing aids with equipment or

practical worr. This vast array Lf ouipment enables trainees to

api,ly theoretical knowlecilyi to.practical iatirposes under real farm-

ing conaitien. Me tact tj.11A tl various worksia are some dis-

tance frem the institute is indicative of the real dimension of its

campus.
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IV. Field training and its role in the
\ITA training system

The importanct attached to field work at the ITA,has already been
stressed. The novel approach to its planning and organization is
,its close integration with each stage of the training. Field courses
fall into-four main categories: the adaptation course, the common
core field course, the specialization course and the pre-vocational
-field course in the fourth year.

1. THE ADAPTATION COURSE

On entry-trainees spend only 24 hours at the ITA to go through
certain formalities. On this first day they,ate 'divided into basic
units of three. Seven such units make up a group. They are then
briefea, on thecadaptation course, with particular attention to the

. objectives of the first phase, and are-sent out into the field"

at the rate of one basic unit per Self-Managed' farm. The 1;050
trainees in the first hatch were spread out in-this way over 350
farms, which were sub-divided into 47 'field areas' containing
seven basic units each. The whole course was in the hands of 36

supervisors who between them looked after 16. 'sectors', each con-

isting -of three areas. ';he adaptation course lasts nine weeks
and its objectives, as outlined-in the ',Guide to the adaptation
course', are twofold: an educational one and a methodological one.

oLjectiveo

The over-all aim is to give the trainees an 6pportunity to gain
first-hand experience of the farming world, to adapt to its com-

munity and to note everything they observe with a view to suggest-
ing possibletchanges. In so doing, trainees are asked to show how
far farm management is influenced by traditional structures; social

and economic factors and the various technical, administrative
and marketing organizations. They are then able to suggest the
possible causes of this influence and the likely consequences.
This part of the course is not, therefore, so much instructional
as an introduction to the self - managing farming community.
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The range of approaches used during the course are designed to
serve trainees as an i troduction to methodology. No attempt is

Made to check whe her trainee is capable of any particular mental

process, even thou he course is undoubtedly a period of learning
in this-respect. The aim is to'lead trainees to the conclusion that
if .a specific objective is to he achieved, certain methods will

have- to be followed. The adaptation course therefore prepares
trainees for the instructional training they wi11 later receive.
The ITA system of training by objectives inevitably involies method-
ology, and one of' the objectives of this training is the principle

that for every course of action there is a method to be followed.
WithoUt listing all the thinking Processes trainees are ex-

pected to undertake during the course, the following may be quoted:

deciding what facts need to be known to study a certain subject;
defining the area of the field-of observation; selecting a sample
and assessing itsrtepresentativity correlating various sources of

information; 'detecting discrepancies and formulating hypotheses.
The adaptation course is also an introduction to group work.

.This

is new to most trainees, who occasionally have trouble adjust-
ing to it and it is at all times difficult to organize. Although
the adaptation course is not specifically designed to teach group

work, it is expected to reveal the difficulties and bottlenecks
which may occur and So lead to an understanding of the way the
groups and basic unit;,' work in the evaluation period" which conies

after the course. A self-eValuation card has been designed for
this purpose, to be completed by the members of each basic unit
after every period of training.

Introduction to the farming world is organized in five stages

based mainly on trainees'Physically participating in the work in-

volved, observing and talking with the workers on a self-managed
farm: A meeting of all basic wilts in the same area is organized

at the end of each stage.
ln the first stage, the trainee gets-acquainted with the work-

er3 .;Le has met in various parts of the farm. ITC the second, he

assesses the extent to which these workers have an adequate know-

ledge of the farm's main crop and tries to fir out whether there

is any relation between this knowledge and the workers' attitude

towards the job they are given to do. The third stage tackles

4 9
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social problems, for example relations between workers of various
categories and their share in decision-making on questions of pro-
duction. The fourth stage is devoted mainly to observing the
workers' living conditions and their integration in their re-
spective communities. This should enable, the trainee to assess
the effect of the environment and the extent to which it affects
behaviour and attitudes the course of a day's work on a self-.
managed farm. The fifth stage culminates in an over-all appraisal
of the farm from the point of view of self management and of the
significance, in this connexion, of the farm'stown structures and
the role played by outside agencies. fillese structures may prove
to be entirely consistent with the laws governing self-managed
farming or may, on the other hand, depart from them. In either

case trainees are expected'to produce ideas based on their oh-
,

nervations.

The supervisors on the adaptation course are instructors from the
various sections of the common core; the laboratories anr3 some
sections of the third year. They are briefed on how to conduct

the course attwp preliminary meetings, the main points of which
are summarized in the 'Guide for.supervisors.

14,iring'the course supervisors intervene in many different
ways. They have to solve all material problems, put the trainees

to work and remind them when necessary, of the objectives of the
course. Whenever they think it advisable they encourage trainees
to express themselves or to think harder about what they observe

and experience. They provide methodological support to the trainees'
attempts to observe and correlate facts. Finally, they organize
and supervise the meetings held at the end of each stage to review
the work accomplished, discuss certain points and brief the trainees
on the next stage.

On returning to the ITA each basic unit produces a final report,
which is corrected by a supervisor but nut graded. One class is
devoted to discussing this report as corrected. Finally, the super-
visors and trainees, government agricultural official and a
farm' manager get tole her at a round table conference, at which
trainees may ask ques ions on the course and on the self-management
system. Trainees appecr not to regard this procedure as altogether

satisfactory, and thejproposed improvements are outlined in the
conclusions.
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2. THL CW.1MoN CORE FIELD COUIZ;;L

During their first two y4:irs of training, trainees attend four or
five ten-7day courses in Aan province. These are sandwich courses,
closely linked to a particular stage in the training. In addition,
four days are spent visitir4; various farms and institutions.

Trainees are split up into the same number of units and groups
as on the adaptation course, an arrangement which helps to organize
the courses according to subject matter. The four main subjects at
the FLA are: animal huahandry, agriculture, economics and sociology.
There are usually'two or three field courses for each subject, so
that each trainee is involved in only a portion of the field train-
ing as a whole. At each stage of the course trainees are assigned
to a specific _task, directed towards the objective defined at the
start of the year. In economics, for example, a trainee is requireil

to obtain what documents lie needs to establish a farm's operating

account, and note the final balance sheet of the farm on which'.

he is working. In animal husbandry, a trainee observes and studies
the various .,Tea Len on tilt' farm and must process his observations

into utilizahle data on the characteristics of these animal:land
their productivity. In ,iociology, a trainee must be able to ex-

plain the choice of self-management, the constraints of cqttle-'
breeding, how the workers are reacting to them and the po'ssible-

human and teehnical. consequences. The objectives of the'comon
core courses are therefore very different from those of the adap-
tation course. here is tO conduct an actual field survey

and to 1::alKe ge'e'd use nt the knowledge acquired in the instructional

Irainine at the hiA. the trainees learn on the field courses

will hv 1% tine theretic.A1 and practical exercises they

w1,1 carry cat at a later stage.
attacIlt2d ti interaction between instructional

and field trainin:j, stand:: ,.stt learly in the following description
,;t34,..in a lield ,Joure, t1;:ing the agriculture course for

'ttec,3 an _-/ample. The clearly defined objective
is to- 'cllect dita ,)n AT1 plants of a specified plot of

land. course t_11 claases at which instructors de-

scrihe the e, as a whole and the methods to be adopted in the
field, are designed to give trainees a general Lheor-

etival the plants they will be studying in the field.

In the laloratery, a trainee ::::+1,c;3 a detailed study of the mor-
phology of eke such plant anh then goes on to the farm workshop

where, in tiv- training ssi-ins, he practise:3 the operations he

will later e:Tected :Larry. eut, on his own, in the field.
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The first part of the stage ends with two briefing sessions, at
which a trainee. is taught, among other things, how to process ob-
served facts and how to use the guide given to him, which describes
the duties of his basic unit.

Trainees live on the farm during their field training. in this
particular case they must select the plot to be surveyed, investi-
gated its crop history, carry out a ground survey, make a -provisonal
location estimate, go over the plot and establish measuring stations.
Every basic unit 1.eeps'-a logbook in which each day's work ip re-
corded, including details of methods and techniques used. The
trainees must also draw a map of the plot selected. and note their
findings on record cards which will be used afterwards in the .com-
parison with other units' findings.

In the instructional period, three classes are devoted to
evaluation, at which time any discrepancies between the findings
of two basic units working on the same plot of land will emerge
and the more ebvious ones will be identified and explained. A
trainee's wer therefore evaluated by comparative methods, en-
abling him to review the methods used and to improve them if need
be. As a result of this evaluation, both supervisors and trainees
are in possession of all the facts they need to make an over-all
appraisal of the results achieved during the stage in question,
and these re,sults are then considered in the light of the initial.
objective.

The foregoing is a very simple example of the interaction be-
tween field and instructional training. In actual fact the close
integration of the two is somewhat more complex, as, for example,
with the two field courses in-the second year known as the 'out-
ward trip' and the 'return trip'. The outward trip is a ten-day,
fact-finding mission carried out under the supervision of an in-
structor responsible for 14 basic units. It is followed by 11
classes at the idA, at which the fact are analysed and alterations
to the plan may he proposed. In the return trip, which lasts
days, hasic units submit proposals to the managers of the various
farms. Ly this time they should be in a position to suggest how',
their proposals can he imp lemented, and to forecast the technical\
and social

te,nsequenees. Emphasis in this course is laid on the
social aspect to enahlo trainees better to identify the human
problems involved in running a farm. Finally, at the LTA the basic
units report verbally to a panel of judges on the return trip and
its results, all which helps the over-all evaluation of the
various typos of aricultural activity, whether it be animal hus-
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bandry or some other activity.

3. THE THIRD-YEAR FIELD COURSE

in the third year, field courses are of longer duration, as much

as 90 days for some specializations, and are supplemented by visits

to various engineering projects. A total of 72 days is devoted to

this kind of field'study, and the visit organized by the agri-
iiultural machinery workshop alone lasts nine consecutive days.

The courses are designed to help trainees to look at agri-
culture from the point of view of production. On the farm where
they work they must find actual situations to analyse and compare,

in order to produce a diagnosis and taxonomy of production problems
identified. The course objectives are designed with this approach
in mind. For example, in the perennial crops section, a trainee
may be expected to produce a diagnosis of th., co-operative and

self-managing sectors and to suggest possible improvements. 11 's he

must do at the land level (improving yields in terms of both quan-

tity and quality), at production unit level (improved production
by optimal use of available resources) or at the level of a sub-

region providing a sample of production units- (agricultural de-
velopment through publicizing results achieved). SiMilar tasks

are given to trainees in other sections. The foregoing is but an

example of the practical work involved to achieve a specific ob-

jective in a development framework.
In the third year, trainees are reshuffled into basic units

of four.. Each unit works independently and the section they belong

to makes no attempt to co-ordinate results. The supervisors, who

look. after two or three basic units each, are thoroughly familiar
with conditions prevailing in the field. The year's field train-

ing is divided up into separate periods, as is required for the
division of labour according to the seasonal cycle.. For example,
the seasonal crops section's two-month field course is divided
into five periods for winter crops. In between periods trainees
return to the FLA where they use the data collected and receive

further instructional and workshop training. This sandwich method
does not, however, cause any break in continuity because each
'period is regarded as a separate entity on which trainees work
part-tiMe. i;elore the final diagnosi- stage the trainee. may also

conduct individual surveys of various types of crops.
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A. IHI. FOURTH-YEAR, PRE-VOCAIloNAL Fl LD COURSE

This last seven months and takes place entirely outside the ITA.

The trainees' field assignments are worked out on the basis of the
employment records of the previous batch, which are examined each
year in the light of existing vacancies in various agricultural
organizations. At the end of their third year trainees may choose
their future job, and this choice /determines the location and
conditions of their field training.

During this course trainees are given assignments modelled
closely on the structures of their future employers. They are ex-
pected to carry out a technical job, to work within a multi-disci-
plinary team and to refine their specialization, so as to be fully
prepared for the position awaiting them. The course thus offers
responsibility training and a transition between training and
working lice.

Trainees find employment in two kinds of agricultural struc-
tures: those hayed on the integrated development of several pro-
duction factors (e.g. the Willaya and Daira agricultural director-

ates, the rural development cormdssariats) and those sectoral de-
velopment authorities responsible for the development of just one
sector (e.g. market-gardening and cereal development projects,
various research institutions). Although engaged in batches,
trainees are usually assigned to the same division or project.

Supervision is left to the employers and varies considerably
from one employer to another. In many cases the senior staff have
little"time to spare for this purpose and trainees do not get all
the help they need. Some employers do, however, keep the trainees
under constant supervision, as is the case with the integrated
developtent authorities. In addition, the trainees are regularly
visited .by those ITA instructors assigned to fourth-year training
full time. Such a visit usually lasts half a day. Finally, trainees
are invited to :4,,e1: help from the 11A itself, by asking for guid-

ance and documents they might need. However, few trainees avail
themselves of this opportunity.

As mentioned previously, trainees are required to submit a
paper and a final report on their field training to a panel of
judges. In the case of the paper the panel assesses the trainee's

scientific and technical competence, his ability to use and to
criticize information acquired, to research, choose methods and
techniques, his consistency and technical expertise. In other words,
a trainee is expect«.d to apply observation, analysis and ideas to
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practical purposes. The panel also considers the field of study,
innovative aspects and the value of the results set out in the
paper. In the case of the report,: the panel considers the extent
to which the set objectives -have been achieved, bearing in mind

organization of do work (work schedules, adaptability to farm
conditions, whether the trainee worked as one of a team or mainly
on his own) an understanding of techniques used (selection, util-
ization, criticism). The panel also notes discrepancies between
results and objectives. It expresses opinions, criticizes the
work performed and cements on the role of a development agent
and on the training in general.

During their four-year training at the 1TA trainees are in
touch with the rural world for more than half the time (i.e. through
both visits and field work), For both theoretical and practical
training purposes the advantages of this kind of training are
obvious, and their effects can be immediately assessed. The ad-'
vantages are equally obvious with regard to character development,
but in this case far more difficult to evaluate. In the long run,
the quality et ITA training will be reflected in the successful

adaptation o it agricultural engineers to the work they have to
do. However, the 111 is of too recent inception for its effective-
ness in this diroction to he analysed objectively at the present
time.
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Coraclusions

It seems appropriate to conclude this study with a summary of ITA's
achievements and the difficulties it has encountered, and to con-
sider how its present structure and staffing, arrangements might be
altered in urckr to improve the training provided there.

ITA's achievements are beyond doubt, and are best appreciated
by being considered in date order. The first achievement was the
cecruitment of trainees. As a result of intensive publicity in
se6ondary and technical training institutions, the ITA managed to
recruit trainees who were a representative cross- section of young
Algerians qualified to enter higher education. In spite of their
very different backgrounds, ITA has managed to develop a teem
spirit among them. The organization of both theoretical and prac-
tical training has deliberately broken away from traditional methods,
regarded as the root cause of a passive attitude. Instead, a strat-
egy was developed to encourage initiative and a desire for self-
teaching in each individual. To do this, theoretical training had
to be of a kind that could be instantly assimilated by trainees
and closely linked to set objectives. In this connexion, the con-
stant review of curricula and teaching methods, described at some
length in this study, is a decidedly innovative approach which has
made heavy demands on those initiating it but which brought about
considerable improvement in the quality of training. Once field
training has been further developed, the real value of alternating
and integrating practical with theoretical training will become
apparent. Furthermore, the ITA provides training in a wide variety
of specializations.closely modelled on the job profiles of its
trainees, and it has the necessary teaching equipment to provide
such training under the best possible conditions. Field training
in the fourth year is designed to meet the acute need for a gradual
transition Iyom a trainee's relatively dependent status to the
relatively independent one of a young engineer faced with responsi-
bilities he must shoulder on his own.

The problems encountered by the ITA appear to stem from the
very large number of engineers it is expected to train. As pointed
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out in the introduction, this is dictated by the needs of Algeria's

agriculture for massive training of high-level personnel in the

shortest possible time. But it poses problems. of various kinds in

running the 1TA. In the first place, some groups of trainees are

inclined to feel isolated from other groups. For all the undoubted

advantages of self-teaching, trainees fresh out of secondary edu-

cation do need constant supervision and guidance in order to keep

up with the programme drawn up by ITA's directorate of studies.

It is all too obvious that the instructors and supetvisors at the

ITA, dedicated and hard-working though they he, are far too few

in number and cannot provide the help and guidance which trainees

expect-of them. Although mass education policies are of course con-

sistent with the country's needs they cannot be made to work with-

out the right number of teachers ready to help any trainee in

difficulty. Considering the level of proficiency which ITA-trainees

have achieved on graduation, there can be no doubt whatsoever that

more help in this direction would lead to an even higher level of

achievement. "training such numbers calls for the large-scale use

of teaching aids which have to be manufactured and distributed on

the spot. Reference has already been made to the somewhat cumber-

some document reproduction services and the problems arising when

an initially unsatisfactory document has to be revised and re-

processed in a hurry. In field training, the large number of

trainees has to be sprLad over a great many estates, which the

ITA has no means of selecting on the basis of the quality of train-

ing there. Here again there are not enough supervisors. The present

ones have to cover so many extensive areas that they are only

sporadically in touch with trainees who frequently need their

help. On the whole, it has proved difficult to run an institution

which has to train some ',floc.) engineers. If circumstances had so

permitted, the setting up of several, smaller instructional units

would probably have produced still better results.
All these difficulties have not escaped the attention of

these officials in charge of the ITA, who have now drawn up a

plan to revamp structures and training objectives.
fhis plan provides for the ITA being more closely involved

in the country's development problems by enabling its instructors

to participate in solving them and its trainees to receive a train

ing more in line with their future tasks by being faced with actual

problems at an earlier stage. ibis would call for more instructors

and, as p,intel put previously, 160 engineers trained at the In-

stitute are to return there in that capacity. In order to bring
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the Institute closer to its field of operations the plan provides
for certain sections of the third year being moved to locations
outside Mostaganem and making this decentralized body responsible
for some of the training. Later, fourth-year trainees might be

spread over the various regional schools to maintain the multi-
disciplinary nature of this tae of the training. Decentralization
would no doubt strengthen relations between development authorities
and ITA instructors, who would then have an opportunity actually
to take paTt in development-work.

such a strategy would make for a specialized training that is
truly consistent with reality. To achieve this the educational and
methodological approackes would have to be revised. Trainees would
no longer visit some institution or project as spectators, or
attend courses in which they observe and appraise' things that can
haul= no visible impact en the running of the farms where they work.
lhe training process should in fact be linked to a methodological
study I?. of agricultural problem: and genuine development
Problems. lb- objeetives of the third-year training should be re-
sty1,-!,1 along tho lines of a development operation. lloreover, iIA

intructor; sUold play a tar more active role. If involved in
pruduetive ector they would in,iced acquire considerable prac-

Lial t?:::perience 1,ene7 it t.he they
:are reponil,le.

Prat:tical t.eastires have heen ..or= out I the implef ntatioll
prope:1 plan. instructrY, Lire to spen at least two day: :

a in the fielT; a standing panel of agronomints will supervise
training; traiHinH; contracts will 1,e drawn up defining the roles

eaci, .party At the predu'dtien, training and re:;earA levels;
furth-year trainee, will ant instructor vL-a-vis third-year
_rain.:..`_;; an.: an le a:,:.;igned to eacli

traiuinA :;ectin to ,uper,:ie every sta:,,,e of the ficid

tr1ui1:4 in the third year, and to help organize re-
it,. traininy 1,i 1,111-Eh-year traince,

pr, : :t dr:i,

cnn, easuse 1. In tills p;trticular uae Clete i

t,a !:any

norb mere li!:icnit to er.;anide. Instead of thirl:ing in terms of
:hnieT1 it might he more appropriate t consider

Hpeciali:!nti , in cert.vin ;1_:11 a,1 dppr,aeh wculd call for
and visits to tHe its graduates, as well

as the vari,,us Cti.C116. 41111.

i;4.1 r;1 IraYt,r' ik.! planned in .sac
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as to ensure a sufficient level of multi-disciplinary work in each
section. If the Institute's activities are to be spread over a
wide area there is also a risk of weakening relations between the
,unffaon core and the specialized training sections. Such relations

are insufficiently developed as it is., Ibis difficulty might, how-
ever, be overcome if each section were to redefine the profile of
its trainees and if the common fore curriculum were restructured
so as to encourage a constant interaction between basic training
and the curriculum of each decentralized section. Methods would
have to be harmonized to provide for a transition between the
common core and specialized training. It is essential that LEA
should continue to be responsible for the training as a whole.
T -his calls for the setti ng up of a communications system, improved
supervision- and guidance of trainees, and an organization which
would objectively analyse the training in all sections scattered
among the regional schools.

achieve the foregoing objectives, field training would
have to be In:ed to better advantage. Actual experiences would have
to be rec(,11:;trnetud and analysed according to conditions prevailing
in tie field. field .earl: should be recorded in greater detail. In

the first year of the CO!:',1'11011 core 'facts' should be studied more

thorough ly, 1-oi training in sociology and economics should be
furtl:er develdTed.

other hedo,ire,_; propkose,i w. -prove the quality of

super%-isorsi ..or:_. AL presnt. scpelvisor receive the same
adaptation trainih as do the trainees. (d the' whole, supervisors

do not have all the information they need correctly to determine
the pnrpo,3e cf their interventions in the field. Plans should there-
fore he rude tar sessions at which, among other things,
supervisors' administrative duties .,ould be defined, as Would their

supervisory duties on field courses, details would be provided of
the information required about self managed farms, the adaptation
and evaluation stages, and the purpose of each intervention in
relation to do o ultimate objective, which should amount to a per-

feet. .intogratiou of the field course in the training in general.
it would be desirable for 111Atrained engineers not

to lose tb,ifeb with their alma mater. Renewing contact would en-

able them.; in particular to hoop themselves up to date through
some form of continuous training. A plan along, the lines was in
fact drawn up in 1'474. It stresses the need for continuous train-
ing and provides for a permanent organization which tould:



deal with working engineers' requets for documents;

information, consultation, introductions and advice;

disseminate up-to-date informatio% on technological develop-
ments and on specific situations relating to development;

arrange for a mul,tidililiiplinary team of fourth-year trainees
to make a study of a yield problem rai.,:d by the engineers;

organize seminars for engineers in senior positions and multi-
disciplinary teams of IL% instructors.

The IIA would itself benefit from such a plan since it would
then be better informed on the various problems faced by-its gradu-
ates. It would also be able to analyse existing relations between
former trainees and encourage future relations, distance factors
permitting. It could better evaluate its training and consider
'possible chan.;es in curricula and even in the running of the' In-
.tituteas result.

ibis outline or development prospects stresses the dynamic
nature of tbe objectives the lIA has set for itself. The IIA is
resolutely looing to the future, It is anxious to improve the
quality of its training and if fully aware of.its responsibilities
in the levelopuent of Algeria's agriculture. It has already shown
ample proof of it. of and deserves that the hard work put
in by all members of its staft should produce results that would
justify the faith which it planners have always placed in it.
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Questionnaire 019)

To r'evelap the series further, it would be helpful if readers could'
record their impressions and inform the IBE. nnease write 'yes'
or 'no' in the apace following each question. Further comments may
be written ,n the back of this sheet.)

1. Do you find the author's analysis useful for your own
work? I I in particular, is it:

an adequate survey of the field? EJ
a basis for further discussion and study?
too abstract to be useful? Li

2. With regard to the sources cited, could you indicate any
recent documents of a similar type which have been overlooked?

3. Can you indicate any cases of innovation in your own country
(or field of specialization) which you feel might have inter
est for other countries if adequately written up? Please
name the person or institution able to provide further infor
mation about khe project.

Please indicate your name and address and return this questionnaire
to the International Bureau of Education, Palais Wilson, 1211
Geneva 14, Switzerland or when applicable, to your Unesco Regional
Office for Education (i.e. Bangkok, Dakar or Santiago).
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V INTERNATIONAL,EDUCATIONAL REPORTING SERVICE -

The principal aim or this service is to, provide information about innovations
which have a high reldance to developinkcountries. It will be designed to serve
educational leaders in such countries; particularly those who decide policies and
plan and administer education systems, so that they' may be aware of the various.
possibilities open to them. Thus the IERS is seen as one instrument for helping
in the renovation of national systems of education. It follows that the reports
issued by the service will deal with subject areas of priority concern to

\liecountries. The emphasis on case materials about new ways of
organizing the teaching and learning process which appear to lead to improved
and wider educational opportunities without undue cost.

Although the IERS is placed in the IBE, it h taking shape' as a network
programme rather than a centralized operation. The Unesco Regional Offices for
Education and the field programmes of Unesco as well as of Unicef, ILO and
"kz) are associated as partners in the service. Still more important, national
institutions for educational inforthation and research will be involved, to carry ,
%.out studies and to supply and use the information, so that the network for
exchange of innovatory experiences will be a reality.

The reporting Service will become visible initially thr9ugh a" variety of
docum6hts such as indexes, abstracts, case studies, topic-centred papers and a
newslettei; subsequently it is toped to add non-print materials also. From the:
outset the IBE and Unesco Regional Offices with to encourage requests for
information, for it is by its response to the needs of users that the'lERS will .
finally prove its value.

The IERS programme has been 'made possible' through voluntary financial
dintributions to a special T_Inesco account by a number of international and
bilateral agendes and national institutions. The seven donors at present are

g,Unicef, the aid agencies of Canada, Sweden, the Uni'ed Kingdom, the United
States of America, the International Development .Research Centre (Ottawa)
and:the Ford Foundation, who have offered support fora first period of three
years.
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